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Principal's Notes
Saturn - our best view ever!

This stunning image comes from the
Cassini-Huyghens mission to Satum. Its
rings, so perfectly clear and precise,
bring the astrological meaning of the
qualities of limitation and boundaries
associated with this planet ever more
sharply into focus. Yet Saturn is about
so much more tlnn what limits and
holds us back; it is about physical matter
and the interconnected and
interdependent systems of life itself, and
it is an inner teacher.

Shakespeare's Hamlet says, "What a
piece of work is a man!....how infinite
in faculty! in form,...how express and
admirable!....' and what he could be
referring to here are the intricately
interwoven systems that sustain life
within the human form. We each have a
respiratory, digestive, skeletal, muscular
and circulatory system, to mention just a
few.

Each system has its own order, its
"rules" if you like, and each works
within certa:in boundaries, yet all arc
interdependent. This is an expression of
Saturn on the material plane, and a
similar organisation of interconnected
systems can be found throughout the
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natural world in the form of the water
cycle, the food chain and the very web
oflife itself.

What of Saturn the teacher? Gutfinan
and Johnson in their book 'MYhic

Astrology'' san "This teacher may turn
into a tyrant, a grim pafiarch obsessed
with laws and reshictions, or it may
become a true mentor". As a teacher,
Saturn can offer us a path towards
wisdom. Whilst it is the planet we might
associate with holding on tightly to what
we have and who we think we are, our
style can become cramped and our

growth inhibited if we stay in this
position and mind set for too long.
The rigidity of Saturn sets in, and we
are never going to get anywhere and
achieve wisdom if we stay in a fixed
position.

But if these brief philosophical
thoughts and rmrsings are too much
for you, forget them! lnstead, just
enjoy this image of Saturn and the
sense of wonder tlat such a close up
of a planet so distant, yet still a part
of our own solar system,can 
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This composite pisture was taken by the Cassini-Huyghens spacecraft in March 2004. (Courtesy of
Particle Physics and Astronomy Council website)
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SMALL BUS/NESS OPPORTUNITY - Huber Softwure

With the intended retirement of Reyn Swallow, there is an opportmity for an
enthusiasdc individual to take on the business of selling EnglishJanguage
Huber software, cunently AstroCora MegaStar, Regulus. The volume of
business is currently quite small, but provides a vital service to members of
AP(UK) and others, and has the potential for expansion, A reasonable
familiarity with Windows PCs and software is necessary, together with an
appreciation of the functions provided by the chart-drawing software. The
main fimctions of the business involve promotion and selling, support of
products sold, and liasing with the software supplier (cunently Cathar
Software).

If you are interested in taking on this opportunity and want to know more,
please contact either Reyn direct: reynold.swallow@btinternet.co,uk or Barry
Hopewell: barry.hopewell@zen.co.uk, who is currently helping the transition
along onbehalf of the API(JK) Council.
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SCHOOL NEWS

API(UK) Council Meeting byJoyce Hopewell

Accounts of Council Meetings can be dull, so I'll begin by
telling you that 8 of us met together in Knutsford on 6th April
and spent a very amicable and busy few hours discussing
various issues concerning the day-to-day running and
organisation of API(UK).

Our Council Meetings always start with a moment or two of
silence - we begin in much the same way as do our astrology
and psychosynthesis workshops at "Face to Face"! This helps
us all to focus and encourages us to offer our best for the good
of API (UK) and you, our students and members.

Boolishop
The main points of news from the meeting are that the
Bookshop, under Jeremy's stewardship, is doing a terri{ic job of
providing the books you are asking for. Plans are afoot to
enable on-line purchases to be made via the API (IlK) website:
www.apiuk.org Remember discounts on purchases are
available for members of the API(JK) Association

API Website
The API (JK) website will be having another make-over,
thanks to Jane our web wizardl She will be creating some new
web pages for Council members and Tutors, which will include
an e-mail facility should you want to get in touch them. Watch
the website for news of this! Oh yes - and don't forget you can
chat to each other using the Forum on the website. It's been
quiet lately - where have you all been? Doing those
assignments......?!

Course Books
For new Diploma Course students, The Hubers' book Aspect
Pattern Astrolog,t will become a set book for Module 2 of the
Diploma Course. The Cosmic Egg Timer by Joyce Hopewell
and Richard Llewellyn will be listed as "reoommended reading"
for the Diploma Course, and for new F'oundation Course
students doing the last units of Foundation Modules "8" and
t t I t t .

"Face to Face" 2006
This was discussed, and our place at Buckland Hall for this
very special event has been booked for 13th-16th October
2006. We plan to offer Astrology I and 2, Psychosynthesis and
a module on Esoteric Ashology. Make a note in your diary of
these dates!

AGM
This will take plaoe on Saturday 19th November in
Knutsford. You will be notified of full details in due course and
all API(UK) members are most welcome. Come and have your
say, meet up with friends and get involved!

As befits an organisation with a strong "family" feel to it, we,
your Council, all enjoyed seeing each other and the
conversation drifted away from Council matters to ashology
after the meeting was closed!
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A Successful Workshop in Stockholm

API (Scandinavia) holds it's first workshop.
2Edr-29n May2tX)5

Arild Maeland and Liv Torunn Meling, both Dip. API,
came from Norway in order to run the workshop
together with me. It was the first time we were working
together, but the butterflies in my stomach, which were
pr€sent before and at the beginning of the workshop, could
soon calm down. The fact tttat we are three very different
personalities, presenting the Huber-astrology in three different
ways, turned out to be successful, according to the feedback
we got from the 12 very interested and open-minded
participants.

Frcm W: Ulla Svanstrdm, Arild Maeland Dip. API, Inga-Britt Lundqvist,
Gun Kardell Bergh Foundation Course student, Aila Blomberg, Mant Dahl,
Kerstin Viik, Vivi Karlsson Foundation Course Certificate holder, Margrethe
O rtegren Foundation C our se student.
Silthg: Linda Leibing Hed4n Dip. API, Birger Tornes Diploma student, Liv
TorunnMelingDip. API.
No, pesent h the photo: Lola Nykvist Hedlund, Wilhelm Axling.
Meta Andersson, Diploma sndent, is taking the photo.

It was a wondernrl goup to work with, and we all enjoyed
the role plays, group works, guided mediktion etc., which
are all part of a Huber workshop. Most of all I think the
participants were fascinated by the intuitive way of looking
at a Birth Charg which was completely new to most of them.
The whole first day we used just for looking at the intuitive
picture and for understanding what colour and form in the
aspect stucture can tell us. One participant said: "This is
amazing! We haven't wen talked about planets, signs and
houses, and I have already leamed so much about myself'!"

The second day we touched on subjects like The Five Levels
of Existence, Polarity and the fact that the energies in the
horoscope are not static but in a continuous development.
We were stessing that we did not want to give the
participants a lot of Mercurial facts, but more of a Jupiterian
experience and intuitive insight into their Birth Charts. For
those who felt that they also needed more facts and a more
intellectual approact4 we offered them to bay 'The Cosmic
Egg Timer', and some of them did. By the
end of the day we all agreed that a
Jupiterian approach can be playful and
funny, and still give very deep insights
about life.

by Linla Leibing Hedt 4 Dip. API
Head of API (Scandinavia

Maggie's Talking Post

Hello Everyone!
As an ex-Londoner, I still suffer occasional pavement
withdrawal pangs despite having lived in deepest Devon for
mary years. Not surprising really as most of my planets are
on the "You" side of the Chart including Venus on the DC. I
need to interact with like minded souls or my energy drops
and I get bored and fiactious!

So I decided to get an astrology group going for our local
U3A*, It wasnt easy but finatly I gathered enouglr people for
us to start meeting in January. My feeling is that they came
along out of curiosity more than anything else. None of them
had a clue about astrology and didn't know what to e4pect.
Given that we wer€ going to explore our respective Birth
Charts, we agreed confidentiality at the beginning of the
meetings.

Astrology is such an enonnous subject and I wasn't sure
where to start. Planning sessions wasnt easy and this group
proved good at providing red herrings and getting me to talk
about something else! Thank goodness for Richard and
Joyce's book, "The Cosmic Egg Timer". The Gemini Sun
Male spotted my copy and quietly obtained a copy. Soon the
others were asking for copies and it has proved a real life
saver for me.

IVe had to take diversions though. For example, we spent a
session drawing Mandalas and talking about imagery and its
significance. Then they wanted to see the charts of the rich
and famous. So I produced Napoleon!

As a student still, I have gained such a lot from this group.
Apart from having to revise and read up general astrological
theory, I found dwising the sessions and worksheets plus a
few games for good measure has been geat fun and my own
learning has been huge. Attendance has been 100% which
speaks for itself and they have developed into a supportive
and well integrated group.

I do hope everything is going well for you all on the coluse
and would be very pleased to hear from you if ever you want
to contact me. Have a great summer!

U3A - University of the Third Age ofers over 50's leaming and
teaching opporfinities drnw fron the skills, expeience and
lowwledge of their otm members - a sort of cooperative learntng
network.

Maggie

Maggie Jeffery
is our student
representdive -
her cotrtad
detoils are on
Page 2

Maggie:
071061t941
23,10 (DBST)
Tring, Herts., UK
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A Celebration of Agnes Shellens. Qe21 - 200s)

Born llth July 1921 Time 15.30 local
time Franldrrt am Maine, Germany.

In 'Conjunction' (Jan. 2000) Agnes
wrote:
'I was born complete with a silver a
spoon. Happy childhood, wonderful
parents, leading citizens of the town,
agnostics, humanists, intellectuals, well
to do with excellent prospects to do even
better. Then Hitler came to power, it
turned out that my father was Jewish by
race, he lost his job and future
prospects, we lost our social position.
Hitler in one of his Nurnberg speeches
declared me to be a physically and
mentally inadequate bastard. And 60
million Germans cheered. I can hear the
cheers now. Then my father spent 5%
weeks in a concentration cctmp, I didn't
recognize him when he came out, he was
released on condition that he le/t the
c o u n t r y , o r e l s e . . . . . "

Agnes went on to describe how the
family arrived in England shortly before
the outbreak of the Second World War,
more or less permiless. Although
classified as a 'friendly enemy alien' life
was not easy during the early years of the
war. But she survived, met Fred" her
husband-to-be, maried in May 1941 and
remained so until Fred died n 1992 after
51 years of marriage.. They had 4 sons
and 4 granddaughters

Herfriend, Wendy Oak, writes:
"Agnes died peacefully in her sleep early
Friday morning, 18- February 2005 close
to the Full Moon fPisces Virgo axis of
Exist€ncel A most appropriate moment
to 'return to her father's house'. Agnes
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the seeker, who had such a sense of
wonder and was so passionately drawn
to the mysteries of life and what lay
beyond i! yet always fullilled her
duties compassionately, with a
devotion and commitment.

As Louise Huber wrote in her book,'
Reflections and Meditations on the
signs ofthe Zodiac':
'In order to attain the vibration Jield of
the ONE LIFE, we need the
metamorphic force of the esoteric Ruler
Pluto. He destroys the ties, which chain
us to matter. Pluto leads directly to the
innermost centre of eristence and
brings everything out frorn the lower
regions to the surface to destroy it
there. This can be considered as a type
of psychoanalysis. As has already been
mentioned Pluto is concerned with
death, destruction of form and
transformation. If we can coruectly
understand death and dying and can
accept them, then herein lies at the
same time, the overcoming of the little
Ego, which connects us to this world,
This leads us to a perception of a
greater life and a deeper sense of
existence within ourse lves.'

Agnes told me on several occasions
that she had a positive relationship with
Pluto, and she came to value these
transits, so maybe after the trauma of
her young years in the rise of Pre-war
Germany and the destruction that
followed, somehow Pluto led her into
the core of her Being and in the
subsequent later flowering of her life,
enabled her transformation, 'to perceive
of a greater life and a deeper sense of
existence within herself ; for Agnes had
such a strong, steady presence.

Just a week before she died, I was with
her and she was so ready to go. Agnes
said that she had done all she needed to
in her life; she was not in pain and was
well cared for. This was said in her
usual straiglrtrorward manner. She kept
the brilliance of her mind to the end,
and wen with her incteasing physical
dependence, kept her sense of
independence, by pragmatically
adapting her life according to her
changing needs. Agnes was always
independent, with an uruelenting spirit
of enquiry, and the recent API

conference title, summed this up
perfectly: 'Seeing the Whole'.
This encapsulated many facets in the
kaleidoscope of the life, which was
Agnes.

My Astrological friendship with Agnes
began in a Huber workshop in Plymouth
in 1985. We 'clicked' straightaway as if
we had known each other forever and
this friendship strengthened through the
years. I recall many seminars and
workshops we attended together. The
glorious international gathering in
Sarnen, Switzerland in May 1987 with
its mind-blowing esoteric content,
including among so many riches,
Bruno's Amphora and Louise's
introduction to The laws of spiritual
growth and The Seven Rays. Up in this
Swiss village, u.ith the snowcapped
mountain peaks, I can see Agnes now,
with her radiant smile, briefly freed
from her responsibilities, she seemed
like a happy child gathering bunches of
wisdom-flowers to take home and seed
in her heart and mind. Always Agnes
could be seen, a quiet digdfied figure,
with a group of students around her,
sharing insights and knowledge.
Everyone loved her, always quietly kind
and committed to each person, yet not
afraid to raise issues.

It was this rare blend of honesty and
wisdom, which drew people to her, and
of course, her deeply enquiring mind.
Always willing to learn and apply the
Huber techniques to life, always
wanting to see the whole. Agnes first
achieved a Diploma with The Faculty of
Astrological Studies and some years
later became deeply involved in The
Astrological Psychology Institute and
the work of Louise and Bruno Huber,
This seemed a natural progtession for
Agnes, she readily took to their
emphasis on psychological and spiritual
growth, and their application of
astrblogical knowledge in practical
ways, which truly benefited people, and
was rooted in esoteric laws, Her
discovery of the Huber method through
the API Englistr Huber School inspired
Agnes in many ways and gave great joy
and meaning to her life. She profoundly
believed that the New Age focus was to
promote joy and not suffering and
Louise echoed her thoughts. Her
enthusiasm led her to take an active role
in translating Louise and Bruno's
articles from 'Astrolog' in the original
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German, thus enifuling an extension of
their work to become available to
English students. Later Agnes translated
Bruno Huber's book 'Astrological

Psychosynthesis, the integration of
personalif, love and intelligence in the
horoscope.'

Her family life was very precious to her.
The bonds close, between her four sons
and four granddaughters.They were all
gathered in their photo frames in her
sitting room, with her little dogs, and
Agnes would gaze at them with pride
and happiness, often recounting some
recent event or family happening. She
visited her son and his wife in Australia
and was taken by them to Ayres Rock.
Agnes was thrilled. She had an affhnity
with the Aborigines and their honesty
and non-violent relationship with natrre.
Agnes was an active member of The
White Eagle Lodge for many years and
ended this time in a senior position.
'... ..... An undenominational Christian
church to give practical expression to
the white Eagle teaching. Here people
may cotne to learn the reason for their
life on earth and how to serve and live
in harmony with the whole brotherhood
of rye, visible and invisible, in health
and happiness.

The inner world of Agnes seemed
complex and multi-layered. On one
level she was highly scientific, insisting
on well-researched evidence supported
by tangible, replicable results. On
another level she was drawn to
transcendental intangible areas, which
required her to use her intuition and
trust. Her final metaphysical semfuiar
was in April last year, when at 82 she
went up to London for a second 'Field'

seminar weekend. Agnes discovered
'The Field', a book by Lynne Mc
Taggart, and was immediately drawn to
it. It resonated with her scientific mind
and her search for truth. She subscribed
to the monthly series of 'Living the
field. A master class for livins in the
new age.'

It was a bitterly cold clear afternoon
when we all came together for a short
Quaker funeral service, with twenty
minutes to sit in silence, and make any
personal tributes and finally shake
hands. A simple and inclusive ending to
her life, surrounded by her family, who
she loved so deady, and many, many
friends of all ages. The chapel was
packed with standing room only.

I offered a tribute from myself for her
unreserved and loving friendship, and
as the representative for the API
English Huber School, in appreciation
for her integrity and wisdom and all
she contributed, including her
translations, over the years. There were
several tributes to her, including one
for her faithful and dedicated service as
one ofthe Quaker Friends.

She had her final wish observed, to be
laid to rest in a cardboard coffin".

Wendy the everyreen Aak

.forcc llopnrcll, Principrrl of API
([]K) n'ritct;:

"Agnes was a treaswe - a delighlful
person, a sleadfast friend and a true
world server. I got to know her slowly
and by stages. We did not meet all ttxat
often - usually at astrological
conferences which took place annually.
However, as I became more and more
irvolved with the work of the Hubers,
Agnes appeared more and more
frequently on the scene at our
workshops and seminars. Her
connection and mine with the work of
the Hubers is bound up with both of us
knowing Richard Llewellyn, who
founded API(UK), and it is probably
tfuough him that I came to know
Agnes.

Her native German was invaluable to
students of the Huber Method. Her
translation of Bruno Huber's book,
"Astrological Prychosynthesis", made
his very interesting and accessible
work on this subject available for
students and newcomers to the subject
alike. Agnes had a special knack of
translating in such a way that the
material presented was always so easy
to read, so full of life and vigour and
somehow always sounded exactly like
Bruno and Louise Huber speaking
personally to the reader" She had a real
knack with not only gettng the right
word ,  bu t  the  r igh t  phrase,
colloquialisms and all!

My last contact was Christmas 2004,
when we exchanged our usual chatry
notes in our Christmas cards. Agrres
was a dear and very special person, and
I shall miss her. But I also know that I
have been enriched by knowing her
and I shall remernber her with love and
jov."

Extractfrom
to ' I 'hg . lournevtt

, by Brandon Bays

"The wake-up cull"

I once heard that each of us comes into
life as a pristine, pure, flawless
diamond. And, through the trials of
growing up and of course life's pains,
our irmate brilliance becomes hidden bv
a load of rubbish.

Then, when we become adults, we cover
the whole mess with a coat of bright,
shiny nail varnish. We present this
artificial veneer to the world and
wonder why no one seems to think it's
extraordinary. Over time, we may even
come to believe that this protective shel1
is who we really are, and we shape our
whole personal identity around it.

But, if we are very lucky, life presents
us with a gft - 'a wake-up call'.
Something takes place, when for a
moment we crack through the hardened
surface, look past the layers of muck
and catch a glimpse of the radiant
brilliance shining from deep u'ithin.

Then, if we are very, very lucky, we
spend the rest of our life journeying
homeward into this exquisite beauty and
freedom. We discover that we have
always been, and always will be, this
pristine" fl awless diamond.

This is the story of the journey home,
and the soul's incessaft call for us to
recognise the greatness inside ourselves.
It is your wake-up call, your invitation
to finally come home to whom you
really are.

You are that which you are seeking

Brandon Bays,
founder of " The
Journey", has
travelled a long
and winding road
in mind-body
healing. She has
trained in psycho-
neuro-imrnunologt,

ne uro - li ngui stic pro gr amming,
herbologt, iridok:gy, kinesiolagt, and
other ologies that we won't get intol

Thanks to Jeremy Cooper for this
contributi0n
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5Astrology and Sub-personalitieso by Richord Llewellyn

To explore the link between
astology and sub-personalities we
need to start by asking a number of
questions.

1) what are sub-personalities?

2\ can we identify them in a
horoscope?

3) if so can we make use of the
horoscope to work with a sub-
personality?

What are sub-personalities? Every day
we find ourselves in a multitude of
different situations, all of which will
bring up some kind of emotional
reaction be it frustration (motorway
traffic hold-up), resentnent (she's late
again); joy (ab the beauty of nature);
anxiety (how can I pay this bill?), and
many, nuny more. Our feelings can
change almost minute by minute and
every time they do we are likely to be
switching into a different sub-
personality. We have a whole
multiplicity of them and the important
thing is not to believe that we are our
sub-personalities! We need always to
remember that, astrologically, we're the
circle in the centre of our chart - a 'self 

"
a centre of pure consciousness. ln the
psychosynthesis model we're the 'spot'

in the centre of Assagioli's Egg model.

Psychiatrist Roberto Assagioli, who
developed the concept of psycho-
synthesis, suggested that we were like a
lot of different people living in one skin
and he called these parts of ourselves
sub-personalities. These are aspects of
ourselves which have thefu own self-
image, their own body posture and
gestures, their own feelings, their own
ways of behaving, their own words and
phrases which they use and their own
habits and beliefs. And these sub-
personalities can create many paradoxes
for us because, for instance, we may
have one pafl of ourselves which loves
being with people and being the life and
soul ofthe party, and yet another pfi of
ourselves which seeks seclusion and
privacy and prefers to get away from
people.

And we may also find that not all our
sub-personalities get on with one
another with the result that there may be
internal conflicts with one part of us
wanting to do something and another
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part in a state of rebellion about the
same thing! These inner squabbles
cause stresses which in some instances
can manifest as a physical dis-ease.
And as you read this maybe you will
already be thinking about Oppositions
in a chart, or maybe of a very 'You'

sided chart but with the Moon tucked
away in the 12th house, and so on. In
the latter case we probably find
somebody who is apparently outward
going, likes to be with people but how
many of their friends ever get to know
how they really feel about anything?
And the opposite might be even more
stressful with their feelings always
having to live up to other people's
expectations and yet they're really a
private persoq preferring their own
space and meeting thefu own needs.

In this short article it's not appropriate
to delve too deeply into the origin of
our sub-personalities other than to say
that many of them came into being
when we were in our childhood. For
instance one of the first was probably
instinctively formed for survival needs.
On the surface this is expressed as
wanting a breast and the milk that
flows from it. Note that the external
manifestation of a sub-personality is a
'want' and that underlying this is a
'need'. Astrologically we could
associate this sub-personality with
Satum. And what happens if the baby
doesn't get his want met, he screamsl
Another sub-personality comes into
being - this time probably associated
with both Mercury and Mars, as well as
Saturn.

Our survival needs and the fears
associated with the on-going
possibilities of not getting them met
can be associated with many of our
sub-personalities. But'wanting' more
and more possessions, whether
material, emotional or physical, can
become a habit - even a driving force in
our life so that we fail to understand
what the 'need' is all about. ln other
words we can be driven by our
'wants' - which can never be satisfied.
Understanding our basic 'need' and the
best way to meet this frees us up to
devote our energ/ to expanding our
lives in other directions.

If we start to look at the various moods

and attitudes that we take on in any
normal day we can begin to get a sense
of the many sub-personalities which we
possess - or in some cases possess us.
Because it is possible, perhaps through
some traumatic circumstance, for one
single sub-personality to take over at the
expense of all others. So that we come
to believe we are this sub-personality -
maybe the 'the Angry man', 'the

Martyr','the Critic' or 'the Victim' and
so on. We may find our life is
dominated by a sub-personality but if
we're honest we're not going to be
living a very happy life.

So, what can we do about it, and why
do we need to do anything about it
anyway? As already mentioned sub-
personalities can be living our life for
us, rather than the other way around.
and this can limit our personal
development. We truly need to be able
to stand in our own centre and from
there come to recognise that we do have
these sub-personal i t ies. From
recognit ion we can go on to
understanding - in other words see
clearly how that part of our personality
functions in our everyday world, where
has it come from, what is its need, its
real need and how this need can be met.

All our sub-personalities, given the
chance, are motivated to transform into
a higher form of themselves. Piero
Femrcci in 'What We may Be' talks
about sub-personalities wanting to
elevate themselves so *rat, for instance,
the'compulsive seducer' may be hiding
the transpersonal quality of 'love' 

, or the
'obstinate' sub-personality may be
wanting to manifest the transpersonal
quality of 'Will' All our sub-
personalities have a transpersonal
quality at their centre which is wanting
to manifest in the personality.

A brief analogy may help to illusfiate
this process, Imagine an orchestra, the
members of which have just joined and
they have no understanding of how to
play together, let alone in tune. So
initially they all do their own thing and
the noise is discordant. The task ofthe
conductor is to get to know each
member, encourage them to become
more skitfrrl with their own particular
instrument, and funlly to play in tune
and together. To briefly relate this to
astology, imagine the unaspected planet
as the trombone player who has no
sense of belonging to the orchestra so



plays his own tune to the audience and
ignores the conductor. Until the
conductor gets to know the player and
encourages him to integate with the
remainder of the orchestra. When all
the instrumentalists are finally reaching
perfection something, amazing can
happen - a sort of peak experience
occurs rvhen a Divine quahty manifests
itself in the performance and the'total
becomes greater than the sum of the
individual parts'. And the same thing
can happen with each of us when our
sub-personalities are transformed and
integrated into our personality at a
higher level of consciousness.

Whilst there are some cases when it is
possible to relale a sub-personality to a
specific area in a chart, this in itself is
un l i ke ly  to  b r ing  about  any
transformation. Il might help in the first
stage of working with a sub-persornlity,
i.e 'Recognition', but the process of
growth cafirot be achieved through the
chafl itself. What follows are some
examples of this, The first two involve
Venus and relationships :

Example 1

Pat is divorced and has been on her own
for a year but is now ready for a new
relationship. She's met two men she
likes but each one has dropped her after
a short while. She says she's very open
to a new relationship so, why the
problem? For a start her chart is 'I'

sided so she's unlikely to let anybody
know who she really is on first
acquaintance.

The chart shows a cuspal 4f,? in a
separate aspect figure. So it is possible
that this opposition qymbolises a sub-
personality which, in the desire for a
relationship, goes overboard to make an

impression. Pat doesn't engage the new
partner with the remainder of her
personaliq' with the result that the
power of this opposition may frighten
the potential parhrcr away? Pat found
this helpful and will become more
aware ofhow she behaves..

Example 2

Colin worries because he says he
always has problems with relationships
and wants to know why. Although
lhere seem to be a number of possible
reasons perhaps the first one to explore
relates to the planet 9llrne tr to t
suggests that there may be a barrier
which inhibits the formation of a
relationship. It would be important to
explore whether this relates back to
parental childhood messages. It's also
possible that the / to V exacerbates
the situation by creating expectations
which cannot, at least initially, be met.

An element urnelated to I may be the
fact that Colin is only 5'3" high so it is
possible tlnt he compensates for any
lack of self-confidence he feels
rhrough the tr of Y to his Otl
Masculine self-assertion may not
always be the best way to win the heart
of a potential pantterl

Example 3

Marf is a 44 year old who has a major
weight problem. She has joined Weight
Watchers, made progress and then
given up, She has t d4 which can
sometimes sigrri$ a weight problem, t
the physical body and 4 wanting to
expand it. But there has to be a reason
for this and it usually tends to be a
securiff issue. She has a powerful
QtY on the cusp of the l2th house
but with an emphasis on the 'I' side of
the chart Mary is quite a private person.

But the ) is very much on show in the
7th house and as a child Mary felt
emotionally lulnerable. She was pushed
by both parents to live up to other
people's expectat ions in social
situations and she wentually found this
more than she could cope with and
began to retreat into herself and repress
what is essentially a strong personality.
Her ) got no emotional nurturing and
eating became on€ way in which she felt
able to compensate for this. Needless to
say this does not address the underlying
issue.

Conclusion

Although I decided to lvrite this article
on astrology and sub-personalities, I am
still uncertain as to whether making a
connection between the two serves any
useful purpose, If we're going to work
with our sub-personalities as a way of
becoming more self-aware and thus
more in control of our lives, lhen my
personal feeling is that initially it's of
more use to look for them in ourselves
rather than trying to manufacture them
out of what we see in our chart.

When we look at a behaviour pattern
and identify a sub-personality perhaps
it helps to bring it more fully into
consciousness if we do find an
asfological association. It's obviously
somewhere in the chart but mnybe not
necessarily clearly identified through
one planet or combination of planets
linked by an aspect.

Whatever our approach to sub-
personalities it's rvorth remembering
the steps that we need to go llrough,
briefly outlined on Page 8, to help the
p r o c e s s  o f  i n t e g r a t i o n  a n d
transformation. This doesn't happen
without our active participation!
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WRY RICH INDEED!
Joyce Hopewell

Continuing our series on the French medieval Book
of Hours illustrations. painted 1412-1416 by the
Limbourg brothers and knorvn as Les Trbs Nches
Heares du l)uc de Berry, the "merry month of May"
features a group of young noblemen and rvomen
riding out in the green liver,v and costume associated
rvith this time of year.

May lst is significant in the annual calendar as
surnmer gets underway in the northern hernisphere.
The Celts celebrated Ma,v Day as Beltane eurd the
Romans dedicated the day to the Goddess Flora and
rvould go to the rvoods to cut a tree and decorate it
rvith ribbons and flowers, This is the origin of the
May Pole. The character known as "Jack in the
Grten" features in traditional May parades in
England, and appears as a tree.

In this beautifully coloured illustration (on the left)
by the Lirnbourg brothers we see the tradition
derived from the .floralia of antiquit,v. rvhen ,voung
men used to go into the countryside and bring back
branches. In his youth the Duke of Berry, for rvhom
this spectacular Book of Hours uas painted, liked to
take part in this festivity, and at court the King
would distribute green gaxments known x livrie de
nai. These are wom by the three noblewomen on
horseback, rvho are probably princesses.

1 Recognition

2 Acceptance (not Resignation!!)

3 Understanding

4 Choices

5 Will

Recognition. When we don't really
know who we are and why we behave
in certain ways, our sub-personalities
are more likely to be reacting to people
and circumstances around us in habitual
ways, many of these learned in
childhood when survival was the name
of the game.. When we become aware
of these many parts of ourselves and
how they live life for ?rs we also begin
the process of being in control of our
life.

Five Stages of Growth - continued ft'om page 7

about our personality that we don't
really like! It is an essential part ofour
'growth' process that we can accept,
and love, all parts of ourselves. This
gives them the opportunity to transform
and become a creative force in our life.

Understanding. This stage develops
our conscious awafeness of who we are
and whether the way in which we react
to the environment is appropriate. Are
there more positive ways of using our
energy, and if we changed an habitual
way of reacting to life, what would
happen? Stepping out of familiar ways
might mean taking a risk.

Choices. When we recognise that we
can be 'in the driving seat' and not a
passenger, then we can also become
aware that being in control means that

making choices also means that we
have to take responsibility for the
consequences of our actions. In other
words we become in control of our own
life - there would be no one else to
blame for any decisions we make! But
we also give ourselves freedom to do
what is right for us.

Will. In order implement the choices
we make for ourselves we have to
employ our Will. Otherwise we can just
dream about what we might do. Will is
the ability to make happen what we
choose to do. There are tlree elements
of Will - Strong Will; Skiltul Will and
Good Will. Strong Will alone suggests
power, Skilful Will on its own suggests
manipulation and Good Will on its own
suggests hesitation. We need to ensure
that we are using all three of these

Acceptance. When we look at we can make choices for ourselves. elements if we are to use Will
ourselves in a conscious. open and We can choose to do what feels right successfully and become a truly
honest manner we discover aspects for us. This may sound easy' but autonomous human being.
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The one in the lead has a headdress decorated with
leaves and many of the other riders have greenery in
their hair. Even the Duke, thought to be the character
dressed in rich blue and gold, sports a leaft coronet,

In front, a goup of musicians leads the riders, adding
to the atmosphere of merriment and earthy
celebration that is associated with this time of year
when the Sun is in the Sign of Taurus.

fune (on the right) is overlooked by the Duke's
sumptuous Parisian residence in the background. The
foreground is full of interesting detail - highly
relevant with the Sun passing tlrough Gemini!

The hay is neatly scythed and raked into piles by the
working peasants, and a row of trees, maybe fruit
trees which will yield their own harvest later in the
seasor! are neatly lined up around the edge of the
field. With the Sun approaching the Sign of Cancer
and its highest point in the sky at the Summer
Solstice, there is a feeling of methodically and
carefully gathering in this early harvest for food and
nourishment.

To the far left of the picture, there is a boat on the
river. Itappears to be approaching an intriguing set of
steps which lead to the safety and family life within
the palace walls. This seems reminiscent of some of
the qualities of the watery Sign of Cancer.

AMOS SIOHN

Just before going to print, we
were sad to learn of the death of
Amos, who had been ill for
some time. He passed away on
the 13th June in Tel-Aviv.
We will include an appreciation in
our next issue,

therapist. She shpres techniques she
developed to hell herself and which
have proven highly successful with her
clients. It draws on a variety of
approaches, e.g. cognitive behavioural
methods, Twelve-Step recovery work,
spiritual and creative techniques.

Breaking the Spell aims to put its ideas
across in a direct and accessible
manner. Rachael has worked in a
variety of settings, including addiction
recovery and GP surgeries and has had
to find the language to meet the needs
of a wide range of people, with
differing degrees oflife experience, and
awareness.

By sharing her own experience,
Breaking the Spell has a sense of
equality and aliveness as well as depth.
It explains how self-esteem operates
and offers ways of breaking destructive
behaviour patterns. Each chapter
contains creat ive act iv i t ies for
developing a healthier and more loving
sense ofself.

Purchase it online via PS Avalon -
wrrv. psavalon. com/psasdbooks.

also available via aurazon.co.uk and
other online Booksellers

ISBN0-9544764-5-X fl0.00 (plus p&p).

Received from WiU Partifr and passed on by
Joyce Hopewell

t

I
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Book Review

"Brbaking The Spell"

The Key To Recovering Sel.f-Esteem
Dy Rachael Clyne

"Inspiring, practica:l and wise - an
essential book for anyone seeking to
understand and heal lotry self-esteem."
(Dr l{illiam Bloom)

'Breaking the Spell'arose from
Rachael's own jounrey of recovery
from low self-esteem as well as nuny
years of r,vorking as a counsellor and

EVERVOt..lf, ls A
POTENTIN- WINNER
SOME PEOPLE ARE
D|$GUISED A5

APPEARAT{CE

Thwilrs to Jerenry Cooperfor the aborry,
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,4 Review by Sue
Lewds Dip.API

pp.288,

pb f,18.00;

Bruno, Louise Hubcr & Michael
Alexander Huber, translated from
German by Heather Ross and edited by
Barry Hopewell.

Published by HopeWetl, Knutsford:
2005.

AIso available laminded boolpmarks
wi.th Aspec'tfi.gures prinied in colour -
price t2.00,

Both available from API(UK) Bookso
4 Eggerslack House, Windermere Rd, Grango-
over-Sands, Cumbria LAll 6Elf, UK

telephone: +44 (0)1539-536420
E-mail: crystalmountain@tiscali'co.uk

At last we have the long awaited and
extremely fine English translation of
Aspehbild-Astrologie, published in
Zuljich in T999 and fed out in

tantalising titbits to readers of
Conjunction until now. This is a key
reference book for anvone interested
in Huber Astrology.

Whether you have just finished reading
Joyce Hopewell's and Richard
Llewellyn's delighfitl inlroduction, The
CosmicEggTimer, or have been using
the Huber method for consultations for
nuny years, you will find rich insights
into motivation in AsPect Pqttern
Astrolog,t tlnt add to yolr understanding
of the whole person and what drives
each individual forward on his or her
uniquejourney.

This dens.e volume goes into geat detatl
to explain where aspect patterns lie in
the five level interpretation of the
horoscope, which aspects are used and
why, how the efectiveness of thek
operation can depend on the sympathy
or antipathy of planet and aspect, the
reasoning behind half-way aspects, and
how all aspects and their pattems can be
eraressed at physical, emotional, mental
and spiritual levels.

One of the early chapters looks in detail
at colour. Althouglt it is a pity that, to
rnnke the volume affordable, this book is
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published in black-and-white, for an
additionral f,2 yott can Pwchase a
couple of laminated bookmarks with44
aspect patterns in colour; these are
nicely presented, a handy source of
reference and well worth having. It also
helps to d:aw up your own colour
diagrams if you're working with these
aspect pattems in depth.

Important differentiations are made
between the motivations of cardinal,
fixed and rnulable crosses and linear,
triangular and quadrangular shapes.
Whereas "the cardinal cross is always
goal-oriented', wbLI interests the linear
aspect pattern "is the Process of
movement itself' (p83). There is an
insightful paragraph on how mostlY
triangular qpes who are forced by the
environment to identit'with one of the
other extremes become adaptors who
find it difficult to establish a stable
identity (p8S). That rang a hollow bell
of recognition!

When we advance into aspect patterns,
the descriptions of the three smaller
learning triangles - now described as
"small", "meditlrf' and o'lafge", despite
the fact that none of them trkes up half
the chart - and the dominant learning
triangle with ils larger occupation of
core personalrty space arc exfemely
thorough, developing and clariffing
course material in a very helpfirl way.
We can also see how learning triangles
e x t e n d  i n t o  q u a d r i l a t e r a l s ,
incorporating their qualities rvhile
becoming something else.

There are full descriptions of the all red
and all blue figures. Here I must tak€
iszue with some editorial choices.
Efficiency squares and triangles have
been redefined as "achievement"
squares and triangles, perhaps to carry
through the urge to achieve of the
cardinal cross. The Spanish translation,
"rendimiento",  meaning yield,
productivity, and in a technical sense
efficiency, better describes these aspect
patterns, which are Productive;
productivity resulting from efficienry
does not necessarily carry with il any
sense of achievement.

Another choice that astounded me was
to see (on p148 where there is
discussion of Planets in the
achievement triangles) that the opposite

,,ASPECT PATTERN ASTROLOGY'fr Bnno, Louise & Michael Hubcr

of "hard planets" is given as "weak
planets" rather than soft or gentle
("suave" in Spanish). "Weak" is a
pejorative, whereas soft or gentle
implies that the goal orientation of the
all red triangle or squre may be
modified by feelings, sensitivities, or
anxiety as to what the task is really all
about, but the aspect Pattern is
nonetheless productive - perhaps on
behalf of others. This interpretation
requires ftrrther thought. I base my
authoriry to make these comments on
my own chan; my strongest aspect
pattern is an efficiency triangle made up
of the gentle planets Moon, Neptune
and Mercury, with Mercury at the apex
in the seventh house.

There's stacks of important material to
read before you get to the definitions of
the new aspect patterns, which are what
experienced Huber astrologers are most
interested in. My friend, whose chart I
worked on througlr my API DiPloma,
had a quadrilateral figure, but I had to
break it down into triangular aspect
pattems for my assignments, and I
always felt there was something
missing. When I acquired a copy of the
Spanish edit ion of AsPektbi ld-
Astrologie (published 2003) and
discovered she had an oscillo all
became clear. Curiously enough I've
encountered several oscillos and surfers
since I started working with these
aspect patterns although they're
described as a oorare quadrilaterals".

In presenting the new quadrilaterals,
Michael Huber has given us cautionary
provisos such as no more tlnn one
transpersonal planet and no more than
one broken line for a firll examPle;
otherwise the aspect pattern is described
as latent. There are going to be times
when we use our intuition in one to one
sessions with clients when deciding
whether or not an asPect Pattern is
operational, and there's definitely scope
for further research.

Here and there communication between
th€ three family authors was not
particularly well coordinated - perhaps
inwitably in such an ambitious project.
The chart of the depth psychologist, C
G Jung. is described on Page 122 as
having "an extended u:apeze with the
planets Pluto, Jupiter, Mars and
Sahrrn" The traoeze fisure- rohiah it



described comprehensively on pp 204-
09, is by its very nature a balanced
symmetrical figure. The figure refened
to in C G Jung's chart is an
asymmeffical model figure, listed as
one of the "talented trapezoids"
described on pp 241-42; thue Jung is
listed among those having a "latsnt"
figure despite the fact that only one
franspersonal planet is involved and
only one half-way aspect across one of
the internal diagonals. This was
undoubtedly a working aspect pattern.

Although we've had a glimpse at some
of the opposition quadrilaterals in
Newsletter Digests, such as Richard
Llewellyn's provocative figure, the full-
scale infoduction to seven opposition
quadrilaterals, four talented trapezoids
and five 'oraxe" quadrilaterals brings a
whole new dimension into our
understanding of four-sided figures. It
also emphasises how essential it is to
know the time of birth so that we can
establish which hemisphere or quadrant
is being activated.

It must have been a nightnare deciding
what to call some of the figures in
English and users of AstroCora need to
be aware that "streamer" equals
oocanalizer" and "bijou" equals "initiate
square". I congratulate the translating
and editing team for their ingenuity in
sorting out the "bijou or bi-sho" and
making good sense of the description of
this complex motivational type.

Charts of art ists,  psychiatr ists,
astonomers, writers and yester-year
European politicians are used as
examples, along with the Hubers' own.
The visual image of Cubist artist
Braque's righteous rectangle replicates
his style of painting, but few of the
example charts speak to a modern
British audience. So we will be
encouraging feedback from readers and
students, and developing our own list of
celebrities for use in workshops. Our
Prime Minister, Tony Blair does, of
course, provide a good example of the
UFO with his expression of intense
concentration and capacity to say just
the right thing that beguiled so many of
us in his early years of premiership!

Like many key references this book
extends what we know and also raises
questions. We all need it to develop our
understanding of aspect patterns and it
will stimulate us to ask more questions

and explore more charts. I recommend
it wholeheartedly and thank HopeWell
publications for making it available.

As Editor of this boolg Barry Hopewell
makes the following observation:

"Throughout the editing process we were
concerned to achiwe a suitable balance
between accutttcy of translation from the
German and adherence to terminologt
hitherto adopted within API(JK). In this
book, the term Achiwement' fgure was felt
to be a mole accurate trawlation than
'E/ficimcy'. The book does indicate that
they are also lawm as 'Efiiciency'figures,

indicating that the two terms should
perhaps jwt c*exist. pI48 hard' and
'weak' planets. This was simply a failure in
the editing process; 'sof is appropriate, as
Sue indicates."

API (UK)CONFERENCE

"Seeing the Whole"
Saturday 4th June

It has been nearly three years since the
last API(IIK) conference held at
Barbara Byatt's home on the Winal,
which was an infroduction for me to
the Huber School and to my
astrological studies. It felt really good
at this year's conference to be 'at

home' amongst the Huber 'family',

with friends I have got to know
through workshops and study meetings
since then.

The conference, themed 'Seeing the
Whole', was superbly organised by
Joyce and Barry Hopewell and chaired
by Joyce, and was held in Knutsford,
Chestrire, at the Jubilee Hall, which
was a light airy and yet an intimate

Speakers (brck row L lox1 David Kerr, Richard
Llewellyn and Barry Hopewell.
(ftont rw) Hilary Pinder; Peta High

Riehard Llewellyn started a day of
excellent and varied talks by leading us
through a discussion on whether we
can identi$ sub-personalities in the
birth chart an4 if so, how an

understanding of their unconscious
drives can help us toward grcater self-
awareness, and wholeness. Richard
explained how sub-personalities come
into existence and how, at their cente is
a transpersonal quality which is wanting
to manifest in our lives, and that to
explore these we need to look at
ourselves and not just our chart. I
found it particularly valuable to
recognise that we may initially come
across to others using an aspect of
ourselves, in order to get our wants or
needs met, whilst only later strowing
our true self and the problems that we
can encounter through such behaviour.
As an ideal of wholeness Richard drew
the analogy of an orchestra which can
sometimes create a performance which
becomes a transpersonal experience
when the 'whole' becomes greater than
the sum of the parts.

During the tea-break we were well
taken care of by Elly Gibbs who kindly
provided refreshme'nts. Thank you to
Elly, who worked hard throughout the
day forfeiting attending several of the
talks to sort out the kitchen and to
preparc for the next break. Some of the
talks have been recorded though, and
will be available from the API
bookshop, so at least she will be able to
listen to those!

Barry Hopewell's very interesting taft
entifled 'Gorby and Me: Exploring
Aspect Patterns', provided us with a
deep and thorough reflection of the
recently published *Aspect Pattern
Astrology" by Bruno, Louise and
Michael Huber. Barry talked about his
own chart and how the aspect patterns
in his chart have played themselves out
in his life. He illustrated distinct
similarities with the aspect patterns of
the peacemaker Mikhail Gorbachov,
whose chfi is used in the book, and
with whom Barry has always felt a
strong resonance. Barry alluded to
material in the book that is not covered
in the Diploma course, such as the
levels of experience and stages of
development on the physical ,
emotional, mental and spiritual planes,
It certainly whetted my appetite to read
this new publication and made me
appreciate how a focus on the aspect
patterns inthe reading ofa chart gives a
sense of 'seeing the whole'.

David Kerr's expert handling of his
material in 'The Karmic Click Chart: A

Continued. ov* page
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APIQK) Conference - concfu ded

three-dimensional view of the psyche'
opened up amazing possibilities of
acc€ss into the unconscious shadow
personality when features of the nodal
chart 'clicked' with the natal chart.
Karmic conjunctions have the power to
reveal deeply unconscious motivations
in the personality. And whilst he noted
Bruno's assertion tl:p;t glyo of the work
is done with the twtal chzrt David gave
us a fascinating insight into a deeper
and mysterious reading of the chart.

After lunch Eilary Pinder led us
through an experiential session of
'Balancing Love and Will'. The
meditations provoked unexPected
insights, as we felt the 'weight' and
feeling of Love and Will in our bodies,
and invited symbols of each into our
left and right hands. I found it a
moving experience and felt a sense of
the qualities in mY bodY and a
balancing of the left and right sides,
(not without some feelings of sadness),
which produced a sense of adjustment
and a shift within rne towards an
acceptance of Will, like a new-found
strength.

Peta Higb's entertaining look at 'The

Dangers and Pitfalls of the
Consultation' made us aware of the
responsibilities of the astrological
counsellor and of the need for personal
and counselling skills to be able to deal
with a variety of clients. It provoked
discussion and consideration as to how
one might respond to a diversitY of
clients and situations.

During the Open Forum to round off
the day Reyn Swallow gave us a quick
run-through of the various Hubet
computer progfilms available, He was
on hand ttroughout the day providing
s o f t w a r e  i n f o r m a t i o n  a n d
demonstrations. Jeremy's bookstall was
enjoyed by all of us, the balance of
titles is always inspiring and inclusive.
Thank you to him and esPeciallY to
Barry and Joyce who organised the day,

to the speakers,
and to Elly. It was
a special day we
shared. Thank
you!

CqNoline Blsck
Caroline is a
Foundation Course
Student
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STANDING INSIDE MY CHART

"I{/e can imagine a figure in a
circle. The figure stands
vertically and we see it from the
back. The figure looks south.
Therefore east is to the left and
west is to the right; MC = head,
AC : left hand, DC : right hand,
IC : the point exactly below us,
the extension of our bodY axis
down through the earth."

The Asffological Houses

I C

When I stand in the centre of my chart,
MC above my head,IC at mY feet, AC
at my left hand, and DC at mY right
hand, then the opposition between my
North Node and the Moon becomes mY
staff as I walk the palh of life. This stafr
is substantial, not a lightweight stick that
is easily broken. It is my support over
rocky ground it is my ProP when I'm
tired, and it helps me test out the gound
ahead. The staff is tall and I can't see
the North Node at the top, yet it draws
me onward. Being without intrinsic
energy it carxrot light my way and yet it
calls me forctard, asking that I doa't
stand still for too long, encouragng me
to make my own way in the world, to
follow a unique pa& tllat hasn't yet been
mapped.

At the base of the staff is the Moon,
casting reflections of light on the ground
around me. It bathes mY feet in a Pale,
silvery sheen. Sometimes sltifting,
sometimes unstable" it enables me to
ground my feelings as I resPond to
what's around and within me. The
Moon gives me a connection to mY
roots, a silvery thread reaching back in
time and space, tlrough my past to the
souls that came before me and helped
prepare the way.

From left to right soals a triangle up to

by Kathy Rogers

Jupiter. At my right shoulder Jupiter
guides, talking of faith and of
aspiration. Sometimes within me and
sometimes in the guise of a companion
along my route, he insPires with
meaning and draws me on to
experience. He glows in a generous
expanse, dffising the atmosphere with
his red li*fi" alantern in the dusk.
Around my waist I carry a Mars,
Uranus, Pluto conjunction. This is my
hidden power pack, my emergency
rations, a private resource that enables
me to climb the hills, negotiate the
thickets and cross the sffeams. Here is
my hunting knife, needing skill and
care in its use.

I am less aware of the energies below
my waist, around my knees and mY
feet. They crme to the fore when I sit
down to rest. Perhaps, like the organs
inside my body, I trust these energies to
be there for me when I call on them but
am less aware of how they are
functioning and what I need to do to
support them. To my left, at the root of
the opposition that climbs so elegantly
up to Jupiter, is Venus conjunct
Neptune, With discrimination,
regulation and love, these planets fine
fitne my efforts along the way, gently
reminding and occasionally reaching
out a hand to catch me and soften mY
fall should I stumble and tnp.

At my feet is the Sun, up-lighting and
illumiflating, often in stark relie{ the
architecture and the landscape within
which I am travelling. However such
up-liglrting can be disconcerting it's
not always easy to look down into the
light and see where to place my feet. It
can be easy to lose my footing. Yet I
am sustained by the warmth at my feet,
the fire that burns and keePs me warm
along the way. There are connections
between the two conjunctions and the
Sun that let me learn as I travel, but the
lessons aren't ahead of me, they're with
me now as I take each steP along the
road. So often they happen without me
realising the process is going on. Pre-
occupied with looking ahea{ I can lose
sight of the wisdom available to me if I
choose to look down and to the left.

However, if looking down and to tlte
r ight,  I  can see some rocks,
unconnected and yet mY constant
companions. With my right hand I can
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r€ach out without great effort and touch
Sahlnr, turning him over and over like a
worry pebble. Sometimes I lean on him
when I need to pause, I clutch him in
haste if I stumble or stagger, and I can
reach out for him to throw in self-
defence when I feel tlreatened by the
darkness around me. Sometimes he is
there in the passers-by, sitting by the
side of the roa4 watching my passage,
and wondering if I might do better or
might leam the truth of the road and so
ease my way.

At my feet Mercury gambols like a cat
come to find me. Never mine to possess
but staying around for this tip. In the
day she is off to explore and I never
reliably know where she is, but in the
evening when I sit to rest, she lies on
my knee and we discuss where I"ve
been and where we might go.

If I stand tall in my chart there is a still
point where my breath reaches to touch
my centre and I can look ahead and cast
my gaze over the world. When I stand
tall I can trust my feet to stand firm
upon the gound and I can be aware of a
circle ofconnection reaching far into the
earth and stretching out into the vastness
of the universe.

However I can also step into the cenfre
of my chart and when I do this, the chart
starts to fall away and tumble around me
in three dimensions. Gradually I can
catch the planets in their movement and
I can orientate the chart to lie in any
direction in space. My awareness
expands to encompass new possibilities
and I can stafi to explore a new
freedom.

The Birthpluce of Aphrodite (Venus)

In Greek mythology, Aphrodite (Verus) is the goddess of love, beauty and sexual
rapture. According to Hesiod, she was born when Uranus, the father of the Gods,
was castrated by his son Chronos (Saturn), Chronos threw the severed genitals into
the ocean which began to churn and foam about them. Local legend says that it was
here, by these rocks near Paphos in Clprus, that Aphrodite arose from the aphros or
'osea foam".

According to Mcha F. Lindemans on the web site www.pantheon.org, after her
birth Zeus was afraid that the gods would fight over Aphrodite's hand in marriage
so he married her off to the smith god Hephaestus, the steadiest of the gods. He
could hardly believe his luck and used all his skills to make the most lavish
adornments for her. Unwisely he made a girdle of finely wought gold and wove
magic into the filigree work. When she wore it no one could resist her, and she was
all too inesistible already! She loved gaiety and glamour and was not at all pleased
at being the wife of sooty, hardworking Hephaestusl

Aphrodite loved and was loved by many gods and mortals. Among her mortal
lovers, the most famous was perhaps Adonis. Numbered amongst her sons was
Eros. Her festival is the Aphrodisiac which was celebrated in various centres of
Greece and Corinth.

Richail Llewellyn

LAMINATED CRIB SHEETS

I have been producing these for some
time as a handy, hard-wearing study aid.
Topics covered up to now are 'Basic

Huber Method' (all the fundamental chart
interpretatioir techniques on a double
sided A4 sheet), 'The Age Point and Life
Clock' on 2 sheets. There is also a handy
blank chart form with a revolving centre
that can be used to draw up charts again
and again using felt pens - very good for
rectification.
For more details see
www. api-uk. org/books.hfrn,
email : jane@api-uk. org
or tel: 0161 2212224

hy Jane Brcoks
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"GORBY und ME"
heamble

What on earth could I have in
common with Mikhael Gorbachev,
the man who sat down with Ronald
Reagan  t o  beg in  nuc lea r
disarmament, and set the parameters
for the dismantling of the Soviet
Union atthe end of the Cold War?

Yet I always had a sneaking regard for
this 'new broom' who aPPeared after
the fatl of Leonid Brezhnev, last of a
long line of fearsome dictators.
'Gorby', as he came to be known, sPoke
my  l anguage . 'G lasnos t '  and
'perestroika' were the
shorthand - a
dedication to truth
and reform. During
the cold war this man
seemed a great hoPe
for the world. He and
I seemed to share a
cornmon concern for
future of world. I
even read his book.

After his fall from power, Gorby did not
just disappear, but dedicated his life to
the pursuit of global peace. This was
someone who seemed to reallY care,
and resonated with mY own concerns
for humanity's future.

When I came to edit the Hubers' book
Aspect Pattern Astrolog,t [APA],I was
intrigued to find GorbY's chart
featured - and that there are clear
commonalities with mY own. This
article explores some of them.

Gorby's chart

There is some doubt about GorbY's
birth time. Bruno Huber thought that
the one I have given is the best fit
astrologically. I can see why. Uranus on
the AC and Saturn conjunct Venus at
the top fits well with his emphasis on
perestroika (restructuring).

Looking at age Progression:
Gorby became General Secretary of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union
in 1985 (Age Point [AP] on the MC)
and promulgated his policy of glasnost
and perestroika.

He did the deal with Reagan in 19861'l
(AP OPP Jtl),
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by Barry HopaueU

Mikhail Gorbachev
08:00 02.03.1931 StavroPol USSR

In 1988, with AP coming uP to the
Saturn Pluto oPPosition, came the
Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan.
Gorby then abandoned the 'Brezhnev

Doctrine' and gave self-determination
to the countries of Eastern EuroPe,
leading to the peaceful revolutions of
1989. Foreign MinistrY sPokesman
Gennadi Gerasimov called this the
'sinaha Doctrine' (I'll do it my way)!
Gorby received a Nobel Peace Prize in
1990.

There was an inevitable backlash in
Russia. Conservatives staged an
abortive coup in 1991. GorbY was
under house arrest for three days, then
restored. But he'd lost the general
confidence and gave waY to Boris
Yeltsin in December 1991, as AP
moved away from that turbulent
opposition and into the I lth House.
Throush tha t  1 l tn  House h is
humanilarian concerns showed in his
founding of the Gorbachev Foundation
and Green Cross International, and
becoming a sponsor of the Earth
Charter, and member of the Club of
Rome.

Compurison with mY chart

Looking at my own chart and GorbY's
side by side there is a striking
commonality in orientation and
shaping. Both charts are dominated by
a 4-sided TramPoline figure, each
pinned by a transpersonal planet on the
AC.
Reading the descriPtion of the
Trampoline n APA, I am struck bY
how much I can identiff with the
words, and how much it corresPonds
with what I know of GorbY:
"outwardly green/red - hypersensitive,

BarryHopewell
23:45 28.10.1944 Lincoln UK

And I know the limits of that apparent
green flexibility - it will take and move
and flex and go with things uP to a
poin! but there is that red 'bottom line',
and beware anyone who tresPasses
beyond that line. I susPect that
apparently-flexible Gorby, as supreme
leader of the Soviet Union, would have
behaved in precisely this way. There is
certainly evidence that Gorby did not
'exactly have much time for those
around him' in the rapidity of his fall
from power - there weren't many
friends around!

Interestingly, both Trampolines are
pinned by transpersonal planets on the
AC - strongly reinforcing the idealistic
tendencies of those inner blue
s tab i l i zers .  Gorby 's  focus  on
'perestroika' corresponds to Uranus's
higher form of 'restructuring'. My own
humanitarian tendencies have been
more towards lhe Visions of a New
Renaissance on which I have chaired
many public lectures - which
corresponds to Pluto's emPhasis on
transformation.

Both charts also show a strong 4th
House emphasis, at the other end of the
Trampoline's base. Family has always
been a strong part of my life, and Gorby
was perhaps unique among Soviet
politicians, in that his wife Raisa
became almost as well known as he was
through their journeys together.
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Taking a deeper look at the
Trampolines you can see that Gorby's is
well-formed, with mostly solid lines
and a single one-way aspect. In APA
Michael Huber refers to such a figure,
with a single fanqpersonal planet, as an
'Exemplary 

Quadrilateral'. In such
figures there is 'lersonal stability,
appreciated and recognised by those
af,ound" and '?nore or less conscious
control of abilities". These statements
clearly apply to Mikhail Gorbachev.

My own Trampoline has 3-4 one-way
aspects, referred to as a oLatenl

Quadrilateral', meaning that "the effect
only appears in some circumstances",
'omotivation to achieve something
everlasting is eclipsed by the wge to
evolve and abandon the old" and
"sometimes realised in the second half
of life". My own dedication to glasnost
forces me to recognize that there is
some truth in these statements!

Conclusion

In this briefarticle, I have outlined how
my long-felt resonance with Gorby is
reflected by corresponding resonances
between our natal charts. Our flexible
and idealistic Trampolines really do
seem to characterise 'our wav' -
Doobeedoobeedoo...

C OMPUTER S O FTWARE NEI4/S

'Regulus', which is Juan Saba's latest
progmmme for Huber astrologers, has
been created in modular form. For a
comparatively modest outlay you can
acqufue all the tools you need to set up
natal, house and nodal charts together
with all relevant data. You can add
other modules at a later date..

To start you need to purchase two
modules, the basic module which lets
you set up a taditional chart, and the
module which enables you to work with
the Huber's approach.
The cost of these first two modules is
$165.00 - or approximately f,92.00.

Regulus is only available direct from
Juan Saba. You can get further
information from his web site:
www.astrocora.com.ar

And you can obtain a Demo CD by
e-mailing Juan:at:
s a I e s @c a t h ar s ofh,v ar e. c o m

More Software News on Back Cover

The peace in the hilltop village is
suddenly shattered. A bright blue
Subaru Imprezza roars around the
corner. With its gold wheels, funky
spoiler and massively enlarged exhaust
it powers its way down the road. The
windows are op€n, loud music spills
out and it is impossible to ignore as its
horn blares at everyone it passes. As it
nips in and out of the taffic, leaving a
trail of distacted and angry drivers in
its wake, the driver suddenly realises
he's forgotten where he's going, but
never mind the exhilaration of the
drive is worth it.

A little later and the Imprezza is
purring down the open road. Now in
tune with the road and confident he'll
be noticed without putting on a showy
display, the driver drives with smooth
confidence. His skill is in balance with
the power of the car and the challenge
of the highway. Added to this, he's
now read his map, is en route for his
destination and has phoned ahead with
his time of anival.

An hour flrther on and the road has
narrowed and twists and turns. The car
is now being driven carefirlly and more
cautiously. No more outward displays
of his prowess, the driver is now
concentratingona safe arrival. It stafis
to rain. As the driver peers at the
darkening sky, he begins to wonder
how much worse the journey can get.

Cauglrt behind someone going at a
snail's pace he decides to overtake. He
revs his engine, drops down a gear, but
despite his indicating and, it must be
confessed, flashing his lights, the car in
front is apparently unaware of his
presence and sits stubbomly in the
middle of the road. Cursing the
Imprezza's driver is left to dawdle
along behind, wiping the spray from
the car ahead from his windscreen. He
can't believe the behaviour of the
driver in front. ln this car he has come
to expect respect and for people to
move out of his way. Feeling low and
dispirited, the driver puts on his
favourite C.D. and begins to
contemplate life in general.

Then the road starts to widen. The
Imprezza is now on the long hillside

A JOURNEY THROUGH A HOUSE. FROM CUSP TO CUSP

An Analogy by Knhy Rogerc that leads towards home. The sun comes
out making the raindrops on the c:r
sparkle. The driver winds down the
windows, breathes in the frestrly washed
air and smiles. Now for a little
overtaking and perhaps he'll ty the
shortcut he's thought of.

But then he passes the sign-post to the
coast and remembers he has heard of a
little fishing village there. Perhaps he
could visit that as well. It could make
the journey a bit sfiessfirl but life's too
short to delay. Flooring the accelerator
he races ahead, now he has two places
to visit in one afternoon. Nwer mind,
the car is fast, he knows he can handle
the power and he can skip lunch.

A quiet fishing town is about to be
visited by a speeding Imprezza that
looks like its running in a rally+ross
race. But wait, the driver's a bit bored,
looking for adventure and there's a
garage ahead. He thinks a change of car
is in order. He'll motor into town in a
Porsche 9ll. After all, he'd like to
make an impression on the people there,
to make sure he's noticed!

F(ILL MOON MEETINGS

Ifyou feel a bit isolated in your studies,
why not come to one of our Full Moon
monthly meetings, held in the
Stockport/Cheshire area and starting at
7.30 pm?

If you live too far away, why not
staft your own gnoup by finding out
if other students live within travelling
distance?
(See 'Maggie's Talking Post' on P.3)

Up to eight of us meet each month to
practice our asfrology. Anyone can
book a slot on a rotational basis to
spend part of the evening covering a
topic of their choice.

This might be a current assignment, a
chart that they are working on or
anything of particular interest, It
motivates us to get on with our
assignments and leads to much sharing
of knowledge. The next meeting is on
21st July in Marple, Cheshire.

Contact Jane Brooks 0l6L-221-2224
jane@pi-uk.org or
Kathy Rogers: 0 16 1-439- 12 16
kathyrogers@nfl world. com
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c We cannot guarantee articles, etc., will be
published since space is always limited. Please e-
mail contributions where possible, and include any
illustrations, photo of yourself etc,, etc. to r.
llewellyn@btinternet.com Any originals we be
retumed. Thanks!. Any queries please 'phone

Richard on 0151-606-8551.

API (UK) does not necessarily endorse the views
expressed in any article included in 'Conjunction'.

.' ,/]

{orq linking togethu the staff , studcnts nnd

frimds of APIW aromd the woild

needs Your contributions ! !
Articles, comments, announcements, letters, subjects for
discussion, and so on. Without these there can be no
Conjunctionl So please get writing!

STUDENT NETWORKING

New students who are happy to hear from other API students:

John Blagrave, 131 Watling St. South, Church Stretton, Salop SY6 7BJ
Jackie Burnett, 16 Saltburn Close, Breadsall Hilltop, Derby DE21 4GG
Nicola Davies, 22 Picton Road, Andover, Hants SP10 2HQ

MORE SOFTWARE NEWS!
AstroCora
There ate now two versions of AstroCora, - version 6.98 and

version 7. Both are the same price. Sabian Symbols are in

English and existing users of AstroCora can upgrade to qI
u.rsiotr free of charge from Juan's website, or can get it on CD
from me for f,5.

MeeaStar The latest version of MegaStar is 6'80. It removes
o*rcl. t*o small problems that people had found with earlier
versions, and it adds two new features which AP(UK) is not yet

teaching. Existing users who wish to upgrade can do so free of

charge from Juan's website, or ftm obtain the CD from me,

again for f,5.

More information from Reynold Swallow:
Bridge House Culmstock, Cullompton Devon EX15 3JJ
E-Mail: reynold.swallow@btinternet.com
Tel: 0L884-840513

APr (UK) WEBSTTE
www.api-uk.org

School News plus a Forumfor
exchange of views.

Webmaster - Jane Brooks. Contact Details:
E-Mail: jebrooks@ntlworld.com
Tel: 016l-221-2224
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A NOTE FOR YOUR DIARY!

The Annual General Meeting of the
API (UK) Association will be held on the
79th November 2005

This will coincide with a workshoP

facilitated by David Kerr on 'The Ancient
Roots of Astrologjt'.

Both events will take place in Knutsford,
Cheshire. Full detuils will be circuluted to
all Members later this Year

CONGRATALATIONS

to Ralph Wukker Q'{etherlands)
who has been m,varded:

Foundation Module "B" Cettificate

APr (uK)
Book^'shoP

your in-house book-shoP

books, booklets, audio taPes, CD's
Jeremy Cooper E-Mail : crystalmountain@tiscali.co.uk Tel: 01539-536420

Ifyou do not have details ofnew and second hand books, booklets,

tapes, CD's etc., contact Jeremy for a current catalogue'

CHART DAru SERWCE
new
can
:o f

API Chart Data Service contact details:
P.O.Box 29, Upton, Winal CH49 3BG,

r. I I ew e I lyn@b ti nterne t. c o. uk

Tel:0151-606-855 I


